
FAILOVER SIP SERVER

Ensure that you and your customers always receive uninterrupted, connuous phone service with the secondary SIP 
server we built into our DECT IP Phones. If your plaorm goes through roune maintenance or your DNS server or main 
SIP server collapses, Grandstream’s DECT IP Phones have a field that you can auto-provision to automacally switch your 
DECT IP phones to a secondary SIP server with no interrupon or human intervenon.
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Use the exact same funcons, commands, and management tools that you already know and love from Grandstream to manage 
your Grandstream DECT system – there is no new, complicated system to learn. We built our DECT phones to funcon the same 
way our ATAs do. Perform call funcons such as transfer and forward the same way you are used to, and also customize, personal-
ize, and manage your Grandstream DECT system as simple as the click of a mouse with our simple web-based interface. 

FAMILIAR CONFIGURATION, MANAGEMENT, 
AND CALL FUNCTIONS5

ADVANCED VOIP SECURITY 

Just because they’re cordless doesn’t mean people are snooping on your phone calls. Grandstream DECT phones feature the most advanced 
IP telephony encrypon on the market which specifically eliminates pirang by encrypng your account info so it cannot be stolen (TLS), and 
encrypts conversaons so no one can listen in on your phone calls (SRTP).
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CUSTOM RING OPTIONS

Design your business or home phone system so that incoming calls are distributed throughout the office in many different ways and orders – and the 
first pickup gets the call. When handsets are registered to a common phone line, use the Hunng Group feature to customize your ring paern. Linear 
Mode allows all handsets to ring in your predesned order unl the call is answered, and Parallel mode allows all handsets to ring concurrently and 
aer one handset picks up, the remaining handsets can make other calls. Each handset can be set to use a completely different ring tone.
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UP TO 5 HANDSETS, UP TO 5 PHONE NUMBERS FROM UP TO 2 
SERVICE PROVIDERS, 4 CONCURRENT CALLS

Each DECT system can be set to make and receive calls using up to 5 different phone numbers, from up to 2 different service providers, and can make 4 calls 
concurrently. Each handset in your DECT system can make and receive calls using the same phone number or set each of up to 5 handsets to make and receive 
calls using different phone numbers. Connect your DECT system to phone lines registered with up to 2 service providers for the ulmate flexibility.
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VOIP MOBILITY

Place DECT phones around your business, office, warehouse, store, or home. Take a handset with you so you can walk away from your desk, go to your colleague’s 
office, hang out in the backyard, or do anything away from your phone line without missing any important calls. With a range of 50 meters indoors and 300 meters 
outdoors, and a 200 contact phonebook built into every handset, you will also have direct access to your full suite of contacts on-the-go.
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Why Grandstream’s DP715/710 DECT IP Phones?


